
THE LEARNING AND  
ASSESSMENT DELIVERY PLATFORM 
that accelerates success by putting the learner experience first

Interactive flashcards, game  
center, and leaderboards

Detailed reports highlighting 
strengths and weaknesses

Instructional content including 
multimedia and interactive elements

Access on mobile and tablet 
devices (iOS and Android)

Personalized learning plan  
with daily goals

Practice questions with  
answer explanations

Diagnostic assessments and  
full-length practice exams

Everything Learners Need  
to Succeed in One Platform

The Only Comprehensive  
Learner Success Platform

Hosts all learning, training and education 
materials in a single ecosystem

Delivers an unmatched omni-channel 
experience, allowing learners to study 
anytime, anywhere

Increases operating revenue with new 
product offerings

Includes custom branding to fit your  
exact needs

Consolidates learning delivery, content 
management, reporting, instructional 
design, analytics, and e-commerce into  
one platform 

Look Beyond a Standard LMS...  
Your Learners Deserve Better

The standard LMS focuses on the 
management and delivery of learning 
content; BenchPrep helps users learn the 
content more efficiently and effectively.  

Our platform provides an adaptive, bite-
sized learning experience that drives 
deeper engagement, better learner 
readiness, and higher pass rates.



• Digital Learning Programs

• Learning Ecosystem

• Certification Prep

• Continuing Education

• Self-Assessments and Question Bank

• Lifelong Learning Programs

• Corporate Training Programs

• Blended and Live Online Training Programs

BenchPrep  
Solutions

• Education

• Healthcare

• Finance

• Technology

• Associations

• Nonprofits

• Legal

• Software 

• Transportation

• Supply Chain

• Retail

• Hospitality

• Insurance

• Real Estate

• Business Services

• Manufacturing

BenchPrep  
Industries

ACT is excited to be working with BenchPrep in our efforts to expand our 
test prep offerings and increase access, opportunity, and success for low-
income students.

~Marten Roorda, ACT Chief Executive Officer

Leaders in the world of learning and professional 
development trust BenchPrep

We are thrilled that through this partnership we will be offering BenchPrep’s 
cutting-edge and unique exam preparation course to the thousands of HR 
professionals planning to take the PHR and SPHR this fall.

~Amy Dufrane, HRCI Chief Executive Officer

BenchPrep’s platform has streamlined our processes into one solution, 
allowing us to focus on our core competencies in developing outstanding 
learning content for investment industry professionals.

~Christopher Wiese, Head, Curriculum & Learning Experience at CFA Institute

www.benchprep.comsolutions@benchprep.com


